**Faculty Requirements for Students Admitted from AY2015**

The Faculty Requirements for B.Eng. students admitted in AY2015 are as follows:

- GET1021 Critical Thinking And Writing
- EG2401 Engineering Professionalism
- ES2331 Communicating Engineering
- HR2002 Human Capital in Organizations

While HR2002, EG2401 & ES2331 must be read as essential modules (module type code 01), GET1021 fulfils the Thinking and Expression pillar of General Education requirement (module type code G9).

**Important Points to note:**

1. Students in University Town College Programme (UTCP) will be reading UTW1001% and UTW2001% modules to fulfil UTCP requirements. UTCP students do not need to read GET1021 but they must read ES2331 to fulfil BEng Programme requirements.

2. Students in Ridge View Residential College (RVRC) will be reading ES1601 to fulfil RVRC requirements, which are also in lieu of both GET1021 & ES2331. RVRC students must read another GE module (other than GET1021) to fulfil T&E Pillar’s requirement.

3. Students who qualify & notified to read the advanced ES1501X (e.g. ES1501A, ES1501C) can read this module in lieu of both GET1021 & ES2331. However, they must read another GE module (other than GET1021) to fulfil T&E Pillar’s requirement.

4. Students in UTCP / RVRC / CEG / USP should refer to their respective program website for details on their Writing and Communications module requirements. Students who drop out of UTCP/RVRC/USP programs may need to read GET1021 and/or ES2331, hence please seek the advice of Faculty for further details to ensure you have fulfilled graduation requirements.